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An extensive look at the world of comic book art is now on

view at the Strathmore Mansion in North Bethesda. Once

again, curator Harriet Lesser has pulled out all the stops with

an intelligent and informative exhibit that opens the door on a

genre of art making that, while not the usual fare, is wildly

popular with vast numbers of people all over the world.

“A Shared Universe: The Art of Comic Books” occupies all the

galleries of the Mansion, spilling onto the stairway, and

climaxing in a “Comic Book Reading Room” set up in the

Invitational Gallery on the second floor. Here the visitor can

relax on cushioned chairs with an array of comic books,

graphic novels and comic inspired toys.

The exhibit gathers a group of artists who have different

relationships with comic book art, be it in the form of a kind of

“fan art” inspired by the genre, or actual comic book artists

making original drawings and storylines, both in print and on

the web. In the first category are a series of paintings made

at Lesser’s invitation by Washington, D.C. artist Andrew

Wodzianski. An MFA graduate of the Hoffberger School of

Painting at the Maryland Institute College of Art, the artist is

probably best known in the region for his recent forays into

endurance-based performance art. However, in his paintings

over the past decade, Wodzianski has consistently shown his

fascination with personal transformation, and his proclivity for
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Damien Torres The work of Damien Torres will be on view
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Arrest made in Silver Spring assault of actor
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horror films and comic characters. In his own words:

“Disguise and mask iconography have been a lifelong

passion… Monsters and super heroes both share themes of

visual and thematic opposition. Dueling ninjas, iron men, and psychopathic vigilantes are a ripe source for exaggerated

pairings. These masked warriors from comic books, storylines, and cartoon series are graphic tropes of good and evil.

By disguising myself (and friends) in their likeness, I’m not only addressing personality conflict. I’m also tapping into the

subversive nature of pop culture’s marketplace for adolescent boys; glorifying warfare, jingoism, and kung-fu grip.”

Wodzianski’s richly colored oils in this exhibit feature multiple self-portraits with the masks of the Teenage Mutant Ninja

Turtles (and a friend as their Master, Splinter), Ironmen, and the like. There’s one as “Che Fawkes” that’s genuinely

scary: the artist wears a Che Guevara t-shirt, with a Guy Fawkes mask — an item that has wide recognition among

“fans” as a symbol of liberty. It’s a few layers down, but artistic revolution and freedom are embedded in there.

JD Deardourff’s brightly colored hand-pulled screen prints are comic book inspired in a more direct way. Also a local

artist, Deardourff develops his works by making collages of “splash pages” pieced together from his collection of comic

books. Splash pages are comic book pages filled by a single image, often explosive in character, coming at climactic

points in the narrative. Translating the collages into color screen prints, Deardourff’s work has the aesthetic of comic

book art without any narrative. Making comic book inspired art that does not mimic predecessors like Roy Lichtenstein

or Andy Warhol is no small achievement in itself, but these effectively abstract prints are both exciting and original.

Mark Newport’s approach is also rather unexpected: hand-knitted, invented “superhero” costumes, so long that they

would literally only fit a person of superheroic proportions. Knitting is not the first medium one would associate with

superheroes. The disjunction between the subject and the medium, usually associated with women, underlines the irony

in these works. They are accompanied by prints showing the artist as a naked weakling furiously knitting his costumes to

gain super powers. “He knew that if he could just finish this, he could help” is the tag on one of these. Funny, but a little

painful too.

Comic book covers loaned from the Library of Congress decorate the stairway wall, plus a series of original drawings by

cartoonist Walter Kremer whose modern brush style defined the appearance, for example, of the animated “Caspar the

Friendly Ghost.” The second-floor is dominated by comic artists, including the work of students from four colleges offering

specialized degrees in “sequential art” — another term for comics. It is here that the wide array of styles and techniques

used in making these become apparent, as well as the explosion of availability of new work online as well as in print.

While DC and Marvel once completely dominated the production of comics, the field has been opened by these

possibilities. Lesser has included a 1994 video clip from CNN announcing the departure of eight Marvel comic artists

leaving to establish Image Comics. Since then, they have grown to become a phenomenon in the genre. Smaller web

presences like “Girl Genius,” a “steampunk” genre that sets fictionalized history in historical settings, are represented, as

well as many original drawings and inkings by famous artists like Josef Rubinstein. There’s nothing easy about this

genre: the tendency is still to do the pencil drawings by hand, as well as the inking, and then to print and/or upload the

imagery.

Comic book or sequential art continues to depend upon a set of stylistic parameters, conventions that persist even with

all the branching out that is evident in this exhibit. One of the takeaways from the show is the enormous creativity that is

possible within a conventional framework. Looking at student work like, for example, that of Damien Torres of the Kubert

School — the only accredited school devoted entirely to cartooning and the comic industry — the resilience of the

convention is clear. Yet, there’s always something new around the corner. Don’t miss it.

The Mansion at Strathmore, 10701 Rockville Pike, North Bethesda. Hours: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Tuesday, Thursday through
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Terms of Service

Sunday; 10 a.m. to 9 p.m. Wednesday; Closed Monday. There are a number of events planned in connection with this

exhibit. For information call 301-581-5109 or go to Strathmore.org.
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